This document is a text description of the control panel layout for the product listed below. The complete operating instructions are available online in PDF format from the Customer Support section of www.panasonic.com.

Compact Laser Fax
Model Number KX-FL421

Finding the Controls

The control panel of the unit is divided into three parts: left, middle and right.

Left part:
At the top is the AUTO ANSWER button. Below the AUTO ANSWER button are six buttons arranged vertically. The five upper buttons are Station Keys for One-touch dial. Below the Station Keys is the LOWER button.

Middle part:
At the top middle part of the panel is the display. Below the display is the telephone keypad laid out in the conventional arrangement with a nib on the 5 button.

Right part:
At the top are three round buttons: from left to right, JUNK FAX PROHIBITOR, CALLER ID and QUICK SCAN button. Below the JUNK FAX PROHIBITOR button are four round buttons: from top to bottom, REDIAL, FLASH, HANDSET MUTE and MONITOR button. The REDIAL button also serves as the PAUSE button. To the right of the MONITOR button is a large round Navigator key, consisting of UP and DOWN TRIANGLES on the vertical row which is also the VOLUME control, and RIGHT and LEFT TRIANGLES on the horizontal row. The RIGHT TRIANGLE also serves as the PHONEBOOK button. The SET button is located in the center of the Navigator key. Above the Navigator key are two round buttons. The top one is the HELP button, and the bottom one is the MENU button. To the right of the HELP button, there are three round buttons arranged vertically: from top to bottom, STOP, COPY, and FAX START button.